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Summary 
 

The design of supertall buildings is typically governed by their interaction with lateral winds and 
gravity loads.  Selection of the building shaping and structural system can greatly affect the wind 
and gravity behavior of the structure.  This paper will consider the case study of the Burj Dubai 
Tower to demonstrate the design process and philosophy utilized in the design of supertall 
buildings.   
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1.     Introduction 
The Burj Dubai Tower, when completed, will be the world’s 
tallest structure.  The superstructure is currently under 
construction.  The final height of the building is a “well-guarded 
secret”.  The height of the classic-style multi-use skyscraper will 
“comfortably” exceed the current record holder, the 509 meter 
(1671 ft) tall Taipei 101.  The 280,000 m2 reinforced concrete 
multi-use Tower is predominately a residential and office usage, 
but also houses retail and an Armani Hotel.  The goal of the Burj 
Dubai Tower is not simply to be the world’s highest building; it’s 
to embody the world’s highest aspirations (Figure 1). 
 

Designers purposely shaped the structural concrete Burj Dubai – 
“Y” shape in plan – to reduce the wind forces on the tower, as 
well as to keep the structure simple and foster constructability.   
The structural system can be described a “buttressed” core 
(Figure 2).  Each wing, with its own high performance concrete 
core and perimeter columns, buttresses the other via a six-sided 
central core, or hexagonal hub.  The result is a tower that is 
extremely stiff torsionally.  SOM purposely aligned all the 
common central core and column elements to form a building 
with no structural transfers. 
 

Each tier of the building steps back in a spiral stepping pattern up 
Fig. 1: Tower Rendering  
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the building.  This causes the Tower’s width to change at each setback.  The advantage of the 
stepping and shaping is to “confuse the wind”.  The wind vortices never get organized because at 
each new tier the wind encounters a different building shape. 
 

The Tower and Podium structures (combined 465,000 m2 ) are currently under construction (Figure 
3), and the project is scheduled for completion in 2009. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Typical Tower Plan         Fig. 3: Tower Construction Photo (photo S.Wren)   
 
 

2.     Structural Analysis and Superstructure Design 
 

The structural system of the tower consists of center hex, corridor, and hammerhead reinforced 
concrete walls.  The center hex reinforced concrete core walls provide the torsional resistance of the 
structure, similar to a closed pipe or axle.  The center hex walls are buttressed by the wing walls and 
hammer head walls, which behave similar to the webs and flanges of a beam to resist the wind 
shears and moments.  Outriggers at the mechanical floors allow the perimeter columns to participate 
in the lateral load resistance of the structure; hence, all of the vertical concrete is utilized to support 
both gravity and lateral loads.  The wall concrete strengths range from C80 to C60 cube strength 
and utilize Portland cement and fly ash.  Local aggregates were utilized for the concrete mix design.  
The C80 concrete has a maximum specified Young’s Elastic Modulus of 43,800 N/mm2 at 90 days.  
The wall and columns sizes were optimized using virtual work / LaGrange multiplier methods, 
resulting in a very efficient structure. 
 

The structure was analyzed for gravity (including P-Delta analysis), wind, and seismic by ETABS 
version 8.4.  The three dimensional analysis model consisted of the reinforced concrete walls, link 
beams, slabs, mat, piles, and the spire structural steel system.  The model consisted of over 73,500 
shells and 75,000 nodes.  Under wind loading, with cracked section properties, the elastic P-Delta 
building sidesway is approximately H/500 at the top of the concrete core.  The dynamic analysis 
indicated the first mode is lateral sidesway with a period of 11.3 seconds.  The second mode is a 
perpendicular lateral sidesway with a period of 10.2 seconds.  Torsion is the fifth mode with a 
period of 4.3 seconds (Figure 4). 
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     a) Mode 1, T = 11.3s        b) Mode 2, T = 10.2s       c) Mode 5 (torsion) T = 4.3s 
 

Fig. 4: Three Dimensional Analysis Model Dynamic Mode Shapes 
 
The reinforced concrete structure was designed in accordance with the requirements of ACI 318-02 
(American Concrete Institute) Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete. 
 

The Dubai Municipality (DM) specifies Dubai as a UBC97 Zone 2a seismic region (with a seismic 
zone factor Z = 0.15 and soil profile Sc).  The seismic analysis consisted of a site specific response 
spectra analysis. Seismic loading typically did not govern the design of the reinforced concrete 
Tower structure.  However, seismic loading did govern the design of the reinforced concrete 
Podium buildings and the Tower structural steel spire.  Site specific seismic reports were developed 
for the project including a seismic hazard analysis.  The potential for liquefaction was investigated 
based on several accepted methods; it was determined that liquefaction is not considered to have 
any structural implications for the deep-seated Tower foundations.  
 

The top section of the Tower consists of a structural steel spire utilizing a diagonal braced lateral 
system.  The structural steel spire was designed for gravity, wind, seismic and fatigue in accordance 
with the requirements of AISC (American Institute of Steel Construction) Load and Resistance 
Factor Design Specification for Structural Steel Buildings (1999).  The exterior exposed steel is 
protected with a flame applied aluminum finish. 
 

A construction sequence analysis, including creep and shrinkage effects, was performed (Figure 
5a).  Since the vertical concrete elements tend to be of similar compression stress, the building 
performs well under the effects of creep and shrinkage.  The results of the construction sequence 
analysis, based on re-centering the structure with each subsequent core wall jump, indicates an 
estimated 200mm gravity lateral sidesway at the top of the core.  This gravity sideway develops 
slowly over 10 years after completion of construction (Figure 5b). 
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Construction Sequence: Estimated Deflection of Center of 
Core over Time (Compensation Program: Recentering)
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Fig. 5: Construction Sequence Analysis: 
 a) 3D View of Construction Sequence 

    Model (above) 
b) Lateral Sidesway over Time (right)  

 
 

3.     Tower Foundations  
 

The Tower foundations consist of a pile supported raft.  The solid reinforced concrete raft is 3.7 
meters thick and was poured utilizing 12,500 cubic meters of C50 (cube strength) self consolidating 
concrete (SCC).  The raft was constructed in four (4) separate pours (three wings and the center 
core).  Each raft pour occurred over at least a 24 hour period.  The ground water contains three 
times the amount of sulfates and chlorides as sea water; as such, cathodic protection and other 
enhancements were utilized to protect the Tower foundation reinforcement. 
 

The Tower raft is supported by 194 bored cast-in-place piles.  The piles are 1.5 meter in diameter 
and approximately 43 meters long, with a capacity of 3,000 tonnes each (pile load tested to 6000 
tonnes).  The C60 (cube strength) SCC concrete was placed by the tremie method utilizing polymer 
slurry.  The friction piles are supported in the naturally cemented calcisiltite / conglomeritic 
calcisiltite formations, developing an ultimate pile skin friction of 250 to 350 kPa.  When the rebar 
cage was placed in the piles special attention was paid to orient the rebar cage such that the raft 
bottom rebar could be threaded through the numerous pile rebar cages without interruption, which 
greatly simplified the raft construction.   
 

The site geotechnical investigation consisted of the following Phases: 
 

 Phase 1: 23 Boreholes (three with pressuremeter testing) with depths up to 90m. 
 Phase 2: 3 Boreholes drilled with cross-hole geophysics. 
 Phase 3: 6 Boreholes (two with pressuremeter testing) with depths up to 60m. 
 Phase 4: 1 Borehole with cross-hole and down-hole geophysics; depth = 140.6m 
 

A 3D foundation settlement analysis was carried out (by Hyder Consulting Ltd., U.K.) based on the 
results of the geotechnical investigation and the pile load test results.  It was determined the 
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maximum settlement over time would be approximately 80mm.  This settlement would be a gradual 
curvature of the top of earth over the large site. 

4.     Wind Engineering 
4.1     Wind Tunnel Testing 

For a building of this height and slenderness, wind forces and the resulting motions in the upper 
levels become dominant factors in the structural design.  An extensive program of wind tunnel tests 
and other studies were undertaken in RWDI’s 2.4 m x 1.9 m, and 4.9 m x 2.4 m boundary layer 
wind tunnels in Guelph, Ontario (Figure 6a). The wind tunnel testing program included rigid-model 
force balance tests, a full aeroelastic model study, measurements of localized pressures, and 
pedestrian wind environment studies.  These studies used models mostly at 1:500 scale; however, 
the pedestrian wind studies utilized a larger scale of 1:250 for the development of aerodynamic 
solutions aimed at reducing wind speeds.  Since some Reynolds number dependency (scale effect) 
was seen in the aeroelastic model and force balance results, high Reynolds number tests were also 
undertaken on a much larger rigid model, at 1:50 scale, of the upper part of the tower in the 9 m x 9 
m wind tunnel at the National Research Council facility in Ottawa (Figure 6b).  Wind speeds up to 
55 m/s could be obtained in the 9 m x 9 m wind tunnel.  Wind statistics played an important role in 
relating the predicted levels of response to return period.  Extensive use was made of ground based 
wind data, balloon data and computer simulations employing Regional Atmospheric Modeling 
techniques in order to establish the wind regime at the upper levels. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) Aeroelastic Model at 1:500 scale b) Rigid Pressure Tapped Model of 
  Top Portion at 1:50 Scale 

 

Fig. 6: Wind Tunnel Models 

4.2     Wind Loading on the Main Structure 
To determine the wind loading on the main structure, wind tunnel tests were undertaken early in the 
design using the high-frequency-force-balance technique.  The wind tunnel data were then 
combined with the dynamic properties of the tower in order to compute the tower’s dynamic 
response and the overall effective wind force distributions at full scale.  For the Burj Dubai, the 
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results of the force balance tests were used as early input for the structural design and allowed 
parametric studies to be undertaken on the effects of varying the tower’s stiffness and mass 
distribution.   
The building has essentially six important wind directions.  Three of the directions are when the 
wind blows directly into a wing - the wind is blowing into the “nose” or cutwater effect of each 
wing (Nose A, Nose B and Nose C).  The other three directions are when the wind blows in 
between two wings, termed as the “tail” directions (Tail A, Tail B and Tail C). It was noticed that 
the force spectra for different wind directions showed less excitation in the important frequency 
range for winds impacting the pointed or nose end of a wing (Figure 7) than from the opposite 
direction (tail).  This was kept in mind when selecting the orientation of the tower relative to the 
most frequent strong wind directions for Dubai: northwest, south and east.      
 
 

 
 
       

Fig. 7: Plan view of the Tower 
 

Several rounds of force balance tests were undertaken as the geometry of the tower evolved, and as 
the tower was refined architecturally. The three wings set back in a clockwise sequence with the A 
wing setting back first.  After each round of wind tunnel testing, the data was analyzed and the 
building was reshaped to minimize wind effects and accommodate unrelated changes in the Client’s 
program.  In general, the number and spacing of the setbacks changed as did the shape of wings.  
This process resulted in a substantial reduction in wind forces on the tower by “confusing” the 
wind.  Figures 8a and 8b are plots of the response of original building configuration and the 
response after several refinements of the architectural massing.  In these plots, the horizontal axis is 
the wind tunnel model frequency that can be related to the recurrence interval for wind events, and 
the vertical axis is proportional to the resonant dynamic forces divided by the square of the wind 
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velocity. Towards the end of design more accurate aeroelastic model tests were initiated.   An 
aeroelasatic model is flexible in the same manner as the real building, with properly scaled stiffness, 
mass and damping. 
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Fig. 8a: Spectra of across-wind modal force for original configuration 
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Fig. 8b: Spectra of across-wind modal force for refined configuration (C3) 

 

4.3     Building Motions 
Based on the High-Frequency-Force-Balance test results, combined with local wind statistics, the 
building motions in terms of peak accelerations were predicted for various return periods in the 1 to 
10 year range.   Initial predictions from May 2003, at over 37 milli-g for the 5 year return period, 
were well above the ISO standard recommended values.  However, through a combination of re-
orienting the tower, adjusting its shape, modifying the structural properties, and performing in-
depth studies of the wind statistics for the region, these predictions were reduced.  By the end of 
November 2003 they were reduced to about 19 milli-g for the same return period and at a slightly 
higher level. About half of this improvement was as a result of improved knowledge of the wind 
statistics; with the remainder due to re-orientation, structural improvements and shape adjustments. 
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Subsequently, when the aeroelastic model results became available the predictions were further 
improved.  Several variations of tower height were tested using aeroelastic models.  The 
accelerations were found to be significantly less than indicated by the force balance tests, in the 
range of 12 milli-g.  Part of this was due to the lower Reynolds number of the force balance tests, 
which put them in a range where Reynolds number effects were beginning to become significant; 
however, aerodynamic damping and a lower kurtosis in the dynamic response were also 
contributors.  This indicates the importance of considering aeroelastic effects in cases where 
building motions have important consequences. 

5.     Conclusion 
 

The Burj Dubai Tower is an excellent example of a successful collaboration between the 
requirements of structural systems, wind engineering, and architectural function, which is essential 
for a supertall project.  The result is a very efficient and robust structural design, which has been 
shaped to best perform against wind loading and excitation, and yet still provide a stunning 
architectural expression, whose functions well harmonize with the location of the vertical structural 
elements. 
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